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Abstract

The final battle of the First Punic war between the Romans and Carthaginians, the 
Battle of the Aegates Islands, took place in 241 B.C. Under the Egadi Islands Survey 
Project led by the Soprintendenza del Mare, Sicily, intensive survey resulted in unique 
discoveries from an ancient battlefield. This publication includes the field seasons from 
2010-15. Finds of bronze warship rams, armor, amphoras, inscriptions, and evidence of 
shipwreck sites confirm the discovery of this ancient naval battle landscape. Moreover, 
these artifacts provide new lines of inquiry into Latin epigraphy and the role of officials, 
the formation of battle landscapes, the dimensions of warships and their rams, types of 
personal armor, cultural change during the 3rd century B.C., and the economics of fleet
construction during the First Punic War.
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Premessa

La Battaglia navale delle Egadi, combattuta il 10 marzo del 241 a.C., vedeva fronteggiarsi le 
flotte romane e cartaginesi, queste ultime alla fine sconfitte: la data coincide con lo stesso giorno e 
mese della scomparsa di mio marito Sebastiano Tusa, avvenuta nel disastro aereo di Bishoftu -Addis 
Abeba il 10 marzo 2019.

Tanto più sconvolgente questa coincidenza, in quanto di quell’evento epocale Sebastiano fu lo 
studioso più importante e innovativo, che ha fornito risultati che hanno radicalmente mutato una 
storiografia stratificata da tempo su erronee attribuzioni e indebite certezze. Risultato brillante che 
potè evolversi proprio per la qualità della sua ricerca, variegata e interdisciplinare, cui si sommava 
la ricerca accurata delle fonti e il suo interesse costante per il mondo pionieristico dell’archeolo-
gia subacquea, con il quale egli aveva da tempo instaurato un rapporto ferreo di collaborazione, 
nel convincimento che tale federarsi avrebbe presto originato una chiave interpretativa non più 
fantomatica, bensì fondata sulla mappatura rigorosa dei nuovi reperti in evidenza e sulla precisa 
individuazione del loro ritrovamento. Dono perspicuo era infatti quello di comunicare, divulgare, 
istruire e rendere tutti partecipi dei nuovi saperi che egli andava esplorando, finalizzandoli alla 
tutela di un patrimonio culturale immenso.

E fu per questa sua dotta ermeneutica, in lui innata, che egli riuscì a coinvolgere, nelle sue 
imprese squadre di predatori, ricchi però di felici intuizioni, presto trasformati in collaboratori 
fidati,competenti e capaci, operando nello stesso modo anche con i diving che istruiva personal-
mente nei fantastici musei sommersi da lui creati in tutto l’arcipelago siciliano, e di cui diventavano 
guide imprescindibili e affidabili tutori.

Il tutto infine era completato da un sistema costante di telerilevamento, fruibile anche da lontano, 
collegandosi da casa con il proprio computer oppure dalle telecamere, posizionate presso le sedi 
della Polizia Municipale, le quali trasmettevano in tempo reale lo stato dei reperti archeologici rego-
larmente archiviati dalla Soprintendenza del Mare e non più soggetti ad accumuli informali.

È con questo metodo al contempo rigoroso ed immaginifico che mio marito potè scoprire e far 
sequestrare un rostro, l’arma micidiale usata durante la battaglia, surrettizziamente custodito pres-
so uno studio medico; operazione di intelligence da lui peraltro condotta in collaborazione con il 
Nucleo Tutela Patrimonio Artistico dell’Arma dei Carabinieri, che in modo davvero encomiabile 
continua a svolgere questo suo prezioso incarico.

Nel seguito delle indagini scientifiche si è avvalso dell’ausilio di prestigiose fondazioni quale la 
R.P.M. Foundation, egli riuscì conseguentemente a stabilire  che il campo della Battaglia delle Egadi 
in alto fondale era con certezza quello da lui individuato a Cala Minnola, e non a Cala Rossa, come 
si asseriva con pertinacia in numerosi testi accademici da tempo pubblicati.

Scoperta che gli permise di recuperare in questo specchio di mare molti dei rostri inabissati 
e numerosi elmi consentendone il restauro e la conseguente realizzazione del progetto museo-
logico e museografico con ricostruzioni inoppugnabili sul vero sito della battaglia, attualmente 
visitabile  presso lo Stabilimento Florio di Favignana. Questo volume che Sebastiano aveva 
completato, e consegnato all’editore, che con solerzia mi informava dello stato della sua pubbli-
cazione, mi ha ora indotta a editarlo senza variazioni o modifiche nel rispetto di chi lo ha scritto 
e delle scelte da lui operate.

È altresì mio intendimento realizzare una traduzione italiana, evenienza che impreziosirebbe l’o-
pera di altri scritti in mio possesso, in grado di apportare ulteriori approfondimenti alla conoscenza 
globale dell’evento.
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È mio pressante desiderio sviluppare tali idee in stretta collaborazione con le Università, le 
Fondazioni e i Centri di Ricerca che lo hanno da sempre coadiuvato, in modo da far si che il suo mes-
saggio continui a prosperare e che i suoi progetti siano da stimolo per sempre nuove ricostruzioni.

Con le massime autorità regionali, che mi confortano in questo momento drammatico, sto infine 
pensando di costituire una Fondazione a suo nome che diventi anche stimolo e offerta di lavoro per 
i giovani di talento, capaci di arricchirla attraverso sistemi integrati di cultura e  turismo, l’utilizzo 
delle nuove tecnologie oltre che di una visione quanto più possibile cosmopolita.

Un ringraziamento di cuore desidero in conclusione rivolgere agli sponsor, che hanno imme-
diatamente risposto alle mie richieste d’aiuto consentendomi di portare a compimento questa mia 
impresa editoriale, che attendeva soltanto di vedere la luce e donare continuità al pensiero fecondo 
di Sebastiano, persino oltre la scomparsa del suo indimenticabile protagonista.

Valeria li Vigni Tusa
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Foreword
 Sebastiano Tusa†      James Goold

 Director  Chairman of the Board
 Soprintendenza del Mare–Sicilia  RPM Nautical Foundation

The present volume reports on work performed between 2005 and 2015 in the context of the 
partnership between the Soprintendenza del Mare–Sicilia and RPM Nautical Foundation. RPM 
Nautical Foundation was founded in 2002 by George Robb, Jr. with the goal of applying to nautical 
archaeology technologies that had been developed for mid- and deep-water commercial proj-
ects. The idea was that such technologies (e.g., dynamic positioning systems, multi-beam remote 
sensing, or the use of remotely operated vehicles) could be adapted for systematic archaeological 
surveys of large swaths of the seabed below the depths accessible to traditional scuba divers. The 
need to move nautical archaeology into deeper waters had become clear as an increasing number 
of archaeological sites in the Mediterranean Sea were being destroyed by commercial fishing oper-
ations, casual looting and treasure-hunting. RPM therefore brought into operation the Hercules, 
a 37.5-m research vessel that can accommodate up to 13 crew, technicians and archaeologists for 
campaigns lasting 3-4 months. 

The present partnership was intended to test the viability of achieving archaeological goals 
using such resources. It was the ability of archaeologists, engineers and historians to work together 
at an international level that proved to be the main ingredient in the success of the discovery of 
the exact location of the Battle of the Egadi Islands, fought on March 10, 241 B.C. As was already 
claimed in the preliminary report published in this journal,1 the present partnership is the first 
nautical archaeology project to have succeeded in locating the site of a naval battle in the ancient 
Mediterranean. Thanks to more than a decade of research by the Soprintendenza del Mare and 
RPM Nautical Foundation, during which rams, helmets and other artifacts were found, the loca-
tion of the battle site could be identified with topographic precision, causing new light to be shed 
on this historic event. The most sensational breakthroughs occurred thanks to the latest, most inno-
vative methodologies and technologies which have made their mark in underwater archaeological 
research over the past two decades. 

Sometimes individual discoveries that do not have a great importance due to their lack of an 
archaeological context have been blown out of proportion by the media, but this was not the case 
with the many discoveries made thanks to a targeted, systematic methodology based upon care-
fully-researched and closely-interconnected historical and archaeological premises. The precise 
demarcation of the area to be explored came from a series of detailed analyses of ancient historical 
sources (chiefly Polybius, Diodorus, Eutropius and Zonaras), from available archaeological data, 
and from a knowledge of marine weather conditions. The area lying next to the imposing mass 
of Capo Grosso at the N end of the small island of Levanzo, the northernmost of the Aegades 
archipelago facing the W tip of the main island of Sicily, turned out to be the one to be explored, 
substantiating our initial hypotheses. The area northwest of Levanzo is where the first rams were 
located, and it is now certain that the exact place of conflict between the two fleets was a narrow 
area some 4 miles northwest of Levanzo. This has enabled us to reconstruct the key moments of the 
naval battle and the intentions of the two fleets. With our explorations being initiated in 2004 delib-
erately in the waters off the Aegades, the discovery of bronze rams together with a large number of 
Montefortino-type helmets and Graeco-Italic and Punic amphoras dating to the mid-3rd c. B.C. did 
not happen by chance: it was made possible only by a systematic search conducted by the Soprin- 
tendenza del Mare with the vital support of RPM Nautical Foundation. At the project’s outset, the 
search area was about the size of Manhattan (c.24 square miles). Therefore, as often happens with 

1  S. Tusa and J. Royal, “The landscape of the naval battle at the Egadi Islands (241 B.C.),” JRA 25 (2012) 
11-12, 35-36 and 45-46.
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this sort of project, it took time for results to begin to appear. Indeed, it was not until the fourth 
year (2008) that the first in-situ ram was located, and it took a further two years to locate the sec-
ond. Thereafter the pace of discoveries quickened. At the time of writing, a total of 14 rams have 
been recovered from the sea in the battle zone (9 of them by R/V Hercules, 3 by Global Underwater 
Explorers, 2 by local fishermen). 

What follows in this volume is based both on the fieldwork carried out from 2005 to 2015 when 
Jeffrey G. Royal served as RPM’s archaeological director and on the continuing research conducted 
by him and several other scholars as they built upon the findings of those years. In 2017, the project 
entered a new phase when RPM Nautical Foundation added William Murray as historian and Peter 
Campbell as archaeologist. Further, a new partner, Global Underwater Explorers, has brought to 
the project a team of professional divers that will allow us to expand the survey area and examine 
previously located sites more closely. The Soprintendenza del Mare–Sicilia together with RPM 
Nautical Foundation and Global Underwater Explorers look forward to the ongoing seasons when 
the survey area will be expanded as we seek to locate the larger classes of warships and the trans-
ports that were reportedly lost in the battle. Updates on the latest discoveries may be found on the 
Facebook page of the Soprintendenza del Mare: https://www.facebook.com/sopmare, including 
one posted on August 21, 2018 announcing the discovery in July-August 2018 of 6 new rams.

The two authors of this Foreword thank Jeffrey Royal as well as John Humphrey, who edited 
the whole book and prepared the layout on behalf of the publisher, for their care and attention to 
bringing this manuscript to fruition. We also acknowledge with deep gratitude the devotion shown 
to the project and invaluable contributions made by the archaeologists, conservators and scholars 
of the Soprintendenza del Mare–Sicilia and by the crew, technicians and support staff of RPM Nau-
tical Foundation, as well as the several other scholars who have contributed directly to this volume.

Palermo, Sicily Key West, Florida
Summer of 2018
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Archaeological finds as true evidence  
of the Egadi battle

S. Tusa

The brief history of underwater research knows few successes equal to that of the discovery of 
the site of the Egadi battle and of its numerous finds, of such scientific importance and of such 
impact on the media and the public imagination: the exact location of the Battle of the Aegadian 
Islands, fought on March 10 241 BC. (Fig 1- Battle of the Egadi site off Capo Grosso of Levanzo) 
Professional skills and passionate involvement of all the historians, archaeologists and engi-
neers working together at an international level has been the main ingredient in the success of 
this discovery. 

The research is going on giving us great satisfaction because of the adjoining data that every 
year we collect from the sea. During the 2018 campaign six more bronze rams were discovered and 
one more bronze helmet. We reached the incredible number of a total of 19 bronze rams belonging 
to the same battle so far found, being an exceptional scientific result.

The research carried out in the course of this latest campaign was conducted not only with the 
well-known collaboration of the RPM Nautical Foundation and the means offered by them (the 
oceanographic vessel Hercules, ROV and AUV), but also with the GUE (Global Underwater Ex-
plorers) deep sea divers; they affected an area with a strong presence of rocky emergencies on the 
seabed, which was chosen because it was more likely to be explored by direct immersion rather 
than with electronic equipment (side scan sonar and multibeam) more versatile in flat and sandy 
bottom areas. (Fig. 2 – Sebastiano Tusa on the Hercules vessel)

Fig. 1 - Battle of the Egadi site, Capo Grosso, Levanzo.
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In particular the new discoveries include two bronze rams (12 and 13) which are added to the 
others already recovered in the past, and some bronze helmets of the Montefortino type. The nov-
elty of the discovery concerns both rostra and one helmet. The rostrum Egadi 12 (Fig. 3 – The Egadi 
12 ram), in fact, is different from the others found so far as it has a decoration on both sides of great 
artistic value consisting of the handle of a sword that connects to the central blade of the rostrum 
and the bird’s head appendages that adorn the initial part of the two upper and lower blades. Such 
decoration is known so far only in the rostrum of Aqualadroni that the Soprintendenza del Mare 
recovered some years ago in the waters of Capo Rasocolmo near Messina and today is exposed 
in the city of the Strait. This decoration will allow us to identify the area of   origin of the rostrum 
thanks to an iconographic analysis that we will carry out after the restoration.

The rostrum Egadi 13 (Fig. 4 – Egadi 13 ram) is of great importance since it shows a Punic in-
scription on the upper sheath. This is the second rostrum with Punic inscription so far recovered 
(the other was the Egadi rostrum 3) and, therefore, it will be of great help to increase our knowl-
edge of the battle when the inscription will be deciphered after the restoration.

Also the Egadi 12 ram presents an inscription on the upper sheath, but at the moment we are 
not able to identify its nature.

The other exceptional novelty resulting from the findings of this research campaign is consti-
tuted by one of the helmets found and recovered. (Fig. 5 – Montefortino helmet with applique). It 
is of the usual type known as Montefortino supplied to the Roman soldiers, but has the extremely 
rare peculiarity of having on its top an applied element in relief that reproduces a raised lion skin 
that seems to embrace the central cone that adorns its tip. It is a unicum in the panorama of this 
class of helmets. To my knowledge there is another similar helmet with a probable stylized bird 
applied in a similar manner on the top. We know that the praetorians, a body established more 
than two centuries later by Augustus, sometimes adorned their helmets with real lion skin. We 

Fig. 2 - Sebastiano Tusa on the Hercules vessel.
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and its corrosive effects. Yet the helmets do bear careful decoration on the brims, neck-guards and 
crest-knobs, indicating that their production did not suffer from a lack of attention and that the 
craftsmen did not vary from manufacturing norms of the time.

The warship rams offer a possible solution, one that would account for the absence of external 
attachments and crest-knob holes. On each of the cowls of rams nos. 7, 8 and 10, located near the 
top there is a moulded depiction of a Montefortino helmet (fig. 7.9). Those on rams nos. 7 and 10 
are somewhat corroded and damaged, but that on no. 8 is in better condition and has been cleaned, 
revealing much greater detail. While the three differ slightly in their craftsmanship and the qual-
ity of execution, each is similar in its overall design: a frontal, faceless helmet with cheek-pieces 
cinched together and three feathers extending upwards. All three have a transverse framework 
stretched across the top that extends nearly from ear to ear and rises slightly in the middle, where 
it is locked into the base of the crest-knob in a fashion similar to that shown on the fresco from 
Nola. The feather at the center appears to rise up either in front of (ram no. 8) or behind (no. 10) the 
crest-knob; on no. 7, while the feather appears to be behind the crest-knob, corrosive damage to the 

Fig. 7.9. Montefortino helmet decorations on the cowl faces of the Egadi rams nos. 7 (left), 8 (center) and 10 (right); top 
row: frontal view; bottom row: detail in top view ((Soprintendenza del Mare – Sicilia and RPMNF, work by J. Royal and 
S. Emma).
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moulded decoration makes the position of that plume difficult to determine (fig. 7.9). In contrast 
to the other two representations, the framework on ram no. 7 is shaped into a rounded cone, and 
detail on the front edge and upper surface seems to imitate an organic element wound around the 
crest-knob. This representation might be merely imitative, akin to the bronze cable and hatchwork 
designs evident on early Montefortino helmets, motifs that might reflect the original use of such 
materials for organic bindings and covers on helmets. On the other hand, this rounded cone (the 
“circle of feathers” mentioned in Polybius?) could also represent a real organic assemblage made 
of cord, wicker or leather, used in place of a metal framework. The use of an organic framework 
to secure the feathers would explain why our helmets bear no trace of metal attachments. Per-
haps craftsmen employed such an option in lieu of the more traditional metal attachments which 
would have been much more expensive and time-consuming to produce. Perhaps this could have 
been due to a scarcity of metals during the long conflict, a need to increase production speed, or a 
regional preference at the producing workshops. We know that wicker protections (viminea tegi-
menta) were put into use at the siege of Dyrrachium in 48 B.C. when soldiers used a wickerwork of 
willow (osier) branches to protect their helmets from rocks thrown.67 A basket or web framework 
of organic materials could have held plumes in place, and the depiction on ram no. 7 allows one to 
offer a new explanation for how feathers shown in representations and discussed in Polybius could 
have been attached to a Montefortino helmet. 

The cheek-pieces and hinge

The two bronze cheek-pieces and a hinge piece were recovered from the interior of ram no. 6.68 
All were separated from their helmets when they were re-deposited inside the ram. The two cheek-
pieces were heavily encrusted with marine life, although the hinge was covered to a lesser degree. 

PW11-034-001 (fig. 7.10)

This is a left-side bronze cheek-piece of a bicuspid form. It is considerably damaged, miss-
ing most of its central cusp and the rear edge. As it has yet to be cleaned, no attachment holes are 

67 Caes., BC 3.63. 
68 For a preliminary discussion of these pieces, see Tusa and Royal 2012, 26-27 and fig. 9.

Fig. 7.10. Cheek-pieces (PW11-034-001, PW11-034-002) and hinge (PW11-034-001) found within ram no. 6; inset: 
alignment of cheek-piece PW11-034-001 with hinge PW11-034-001 ((Soprintendenza del Mare – Sicilia and RPMNF, 
work by J. Royal).
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presently visible. It is the smaller of the two cheek-pieces, with a height of 13.0 cm and maximum 
preserved width of c.6.0 cm. at the top and bottom. The outer edge is quite thin (0.1 cm), the cen-
ter slightly thickened (0.2 cm). The complete lower cusp has a rounded edge, and the middle and 
upper cusps were probably also rounded. Only small traces of the hasps which curled inward 
from the upper edge of the cheek-piece remain in place, sufficient to allow us to determine that it 
belonged to the left side of a helmet. The chin-strap fixture on the interior lower edge of the cheek-
piece is missing.

PW11-034-002 (fig. 7.10)

This is another left-side bronze cheek-piece of a bicuspid form. This cheek-piece is almost 
entirely intact, with only small nicks along the edge of its front central cusp. As it has yet to be 
cleaned, no attachment-holes are documented at present. It is the larger of the two cheek-pieces, 
with a height of c.15.0 cm and width of c.8.0 cm. at top and bottom. The thickness of the cheek-piece 
is identical to the other (0.1 cm at the edge, 0.2 cm at the center). The lower cusp has a rounded 
edge, while the middle cusp has a rounded top and straight edge along the bottom that is angled 
slightly upwards. The upper edge has been hammered over to create two inward curling projec-
tions on either end for a hinge connection. The two hasps have flattened tops, folded inward at a 
90° angle from the outside of the cheek-piece. They proceed to curl downwards by c.180°, creating 
a channel through which the (missing) iron pivot bar was threaded to secure the cheek-piece to 
the hasp on the underside of the rim. The presence of the hasps confirms that the cheek-piece was 
attached to a helmet’s left side. The chin-strap fixture on the interior lower edge of the cheek-piece 
is missing.

PW11-034-003 (fig. 7.10)

This is an individual bronze hinge attachment (length c.11.0 cm), a flattened bar with two flat 
projections on each end. They are curled at their extremity (c.180°) to form the channel which held 
the iron pivot bar in place. The arrangement mimics the two-hasp connection along the top edge of 
the preceding piece. Centrally at the top of the hinge piece, on the opposite side of the projections, 
there is a portion of an upward projecting ring (inner diam. c.0.4-5 cm). This ring was perhaps used 
to attach the hinge to the side of the helmet, allowing the cheek-piece to swing. 

Commentary

Comparatively few Montefortino helmets have been recovered with their original cheek-pieces. 
Surviving cheek-pieces changed in shape and decoration over time, as one might expect of this 
type, but the purpose of cheek-pieces remained unchanged, since each was designed to cover fully 
the ear and jaw of the soldier. Montefortino hinge systems were constructed using a standard-
ized arrangement of three hasps, with a central hasp (usually made of scrap metal) attached to the 
inside of the helmet rim and two hasps set at the ends of the upper edge of the cheek-piece. The 
latter two hasps were formed from the curling over of the upper edge, which was then bolted to the 
cheek-piece, the central section being cut away to accept the hasp on the helmet. An iron pivot bar 
was then inserted into the channel formed by the three hasps, securing the cheek-piece to the hel-
met and allowing it to swing from side to side; this permitted the soldier to draw the cheek-pieces 
closer toward the side of his face.69 All three finds utilize this three-hasp system.

The two cheek-pieces from ram no. 6 are easily recognizable as a type often found with Monte- 
fortino helmets, a fact which suggests strongly that they should be associated with the group of 
helmets discussed. In his classification of 49 cheek-pieces (38 attached and 11 detached examples), 
Paddock identified 5 basic forms which can be securely coupled with Montefortinos. The earliest 
(Cheek-piece Type I) is associated only with Montefortino helmet Type IV (4th-3rd c. B.C.) and is 
differentiated from the others by form (trefoil or trilobate), decoration (3 bosses on the exterior), 

69 Paddock 1993, 578.
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and composition (inner iron core with bronze facing and a backing plate of bronze).70 More com-
mon are simple variants of the bicuspid form, a group in which Paddock has discerned three 
distinct types (II-IV). Type II is the most common, often found in association with Helmet types 
I-III and VII. This consists of a single sheet of bronze at least 0.2 cm thick and c.12.0-15.0 cm high, 
with a slightly-thickened, raised outer edge (c.0.3-5 cm), and attached to the helmet with an iron 
bar. The cusps are often small and end in points, separated by semicircular cuts, with a curved rear 
edge. This type of cheek-piece is common to Hellenistic helmets, and Paddock contends that they 
are derived from a Greek type.71 Cheek-piece Type III, associated with Helmet types I and III, are 
between 1.29 and 1.40 cm high and characterized by a raised central portion, flattened borders or 
rolled edges, and a considerably lighter construction (thickness c.0.1-2 cm). Paddock dates their 
origin to the 4th c., contemporary with Types I and II.72 Cheek-piece Type IV, of which there are 
only 6 examples, are larger than all other types (height 14.5-16 cm, width 14 cm) as they are linked 
exclusively to Helmet type VI. These bicuspid pieces feature deeply-cut and exaggerated cusping 
on the forward edge, and tend to be much thicker (c.0.5 cm) and heavier than the others, with nei-
ther raised borders nor thickened centers.73 Cheek-piece Type V is known through only a single, 
late example associated with Helmet type XII (c.A.D. 50). This flat cheek-piece features an exag-
gerated bicuspid form, with two semicircular cut-outs on the front edge separated by a squared 
projection, and a rear edge with a semicircular cut-out on the upper edge for the soldier’s ear.74 
Our pieces PW11-034-001 and PW11-034-002 do not fall easily into any of Paddock’s categories. 
In regard to their thickness, character of borders and general construction, they align most closely 
with Paddock’s Type III specimens, with their lighter construction, slightly thicker center and flat 
edges. Yet their height and bicuspid profile, with relatively deep cut-outs along the front edge, bet-
ter resemble the Type IV category, cheek-pieces which are closely associated with Type VI helmets. 
By far the closest parallel in terms of profile are the cheek-pieces of the Type VI helmet from Monte-
fortino (Paddock no. 82), which is nearly the same height (14.4 cm) as PW11-034-002 and probably 
dates to the first decades of the 3rd c.75 If we accept the premise that the cheek-pieces should be 
associated with the Montefortino helmets from Zone PW-A, then perhaps what we find here are 
simplified Type IV cheek-pieces made with thinner sheets of bronze for reasons of economy or 
speed. This might then be additional evidence for a nascent movement towards mass production 
(see above), with the helmet fixtures being produced at a reduced standard of craftsmanship to 
meet a high demand during the lengthy war. Alternatively, these cheek-pieces could belong to 
a different style of helmet (see below), in which case these bicuspid specimens, which saw wide-
spread use among Hellenistic helmets, need not belong to one of Paddock’s categories.

This last observation leads to PW11-034-003, an individually crafted hinge with two curled 
hasps that maintains the design of the three-hasp system. In this case, the separate hinge would 
have had to be attached either to the inner upper edge of a cheek-piece (in lieu of the usual folded-
hasp arrangement seen on PW11-034-002) or to the inside of the brim of the helmet itself, which 
normally consists of a single, central hasp. In the latter case, we would have a reverse of the usual 
system, with a single hasp on the upper edge of the cheek-piece and two hasps attached to the 
helmet. In either case this is a very unusual arrangement, made even more so by the upward pro-
jecting ring on the top of the hinge. Three explanations for this abnormal hinge present themselves: 

70 Ibid., 569 (nos. 1-13), 573-74, and fig. 174.3; Sage 2008, 78.
71 Paddock ibid. 569-71 (nos. 14-37), 574-75, and fig. 174.1.
72 Ibid. 571 (nos. 38-42), 575-76, and fig. 174.2.
73 Ibid. 571 (nos. 43-48), 576, and fig. 174.4. The recent Type VI Montefortino from Camarina E has large 

Type IV cheek-pieces still attached to both sides; cf. n.45 above.
74 Ibid. 571 (no. 39) 576, and fig. 174.5. It is associated with his no. 143, an undecorated Montefortino 

retrieved from the Adda river near Pizzeghetone (like Type VI no. 83), now in the Cremona museum 
(inv. no. 324 [325]; see Pontiroli 1974, 213, and Paddock ibid. 506, 520, 560, and fig. 173).

75 Paddock ibid. 502-3 and 545-47. Montefortino helmet from Tomb XXV, dated 300-280 B.C.: Paddock ibid. 
no. 82, fig. 153 = Ancona museum inv. no. 2140 = Brizio 1899, 687, pl. VI, 22.
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first, the piece could represent a unique hinge mechanism for a Montefortino helmet, one not yet 
paralleled; second, the hinge could belong to a very different class of helmet (see below); third, the 
hinge might not represent a helmet attachment at all, but rather be related to another category of 
equipment (breastplate?) or have no association at all with military panoply of that time. Of these 
scenarios, the first seems unlikely given the standardized nature of the Montefortino helmets and 
cheek-pieces from Zone PW-A.

A possible Carthaginian helmet? 

The maritime survey of Zone PW-A produced a seventh helmet (PW12-0011) which is clearly 
in a separate category from the others. Although recovered in a fragmentary state, its profile was 
immediately recognized as exceptional, and it was already suggested that the specimen might be 
of Carthaginian, rather than Roman, origin.76 Now cleaned of marine débris, the specimen can be 
analyzed in much greater detail.

PW12-0011 (fig. 7.11)

The helmet was recovered in 
an entirely encrusted and badly 
damaged state. It is missing the 
entire upper portion and most 
of one side of the dome; the jag-
ged edges suggest that much 
of this damage is due to post-
depositional corrosion (fig. 7.11 
a). The remaining portions of 
the helmet, including its brim, 
have small irregular gaps, also 
probably the result of corrosion 
beneath the sea. No trace of riv-
ets or any kind of attachments 
are evident on the surviving 
portions.77 It has a large, coni-
cal dome and wide, sloping 
brim (fig. 7.11 b-d). It was man-
ufactured from a single sheet 
of bronze. It is preserved to a 
height of 20.7 cm but the curve 
of the dome indicates that it was 
originally much taller, equal 
to or surpassing the largest of 
the Montefortinos (c.28 cm; see Table 7.2). The dome itself is moderately thin (c.0.25 cm at the 
mid-point where the bowl has been damaged). The upper portions are conical and angle slightly 
inwards at the highest preserved point; its bottom is slightly bulbous just above a pronounced 
waist or step where it meets the brim. At the base, the brim is preserved around slightly more than 
half the circumference of the bowl. It is not possible to determine whether the side with the brim 
represents the helmet’s original front. The brim is separated from the bowl at an indented waist 

76 “Battle of the Egadi Islands,” 2014, 24. Discussion of this helmet does not appear in Tusa and Royal 2012, 
which appeared prior to its recovery. 

77 While one side of the helmet has two small, nearly-round gaps side-by-side on the lower bowl, just above 
where it meets the brim, the opposite side of the helmet is smooth and uninterrupted; thus it is unlikely 
that these represent holes for rivets.

Fig. 7.11. PW12-0012: (a) as recovered; (b) cleaned, view of side with brim; 
(c) cleaned, view from side; (d) cleaned, view from side ((Soprintendenza del 
Mare – Sicilia and RPMNF, work by J. Royal and S. Emma).
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